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Green Energy producers in Canada



Popular Companies

Algonquin Power

TransAlta Renewables

Energy Acuity

Canadian Solar

TC Energy

Where are they?

● Majority are near US border
● Quebec and BC use most
● Quebec and Ontario make 

most.

● Majority of wind turbines and 
farms are in Alberta, Quebec, 
and Ontario



Canada’s Percentage of Green 
Power

Canada’s types:
● Hydroelectric - 58% of green energy 

production
● Wind Power - 4.6% of green energy 

production
● Biomass - 1.4 of green energy production
● Solar Power -  0.51% of green energy 

production
● Percent of total energy production: 18.9%

Hydroelectric: Rivers

Produced the most in: Quebec, British 
Columbia, Newfoundland and Labrador and 
Ontario

Wind: Tall, flat windy hills

Produced the most in: Ontario, Quebec, 
Alberta, B.C. and Nova Scotia.

Biomass: Anywhere where plants/animals live

Produced the most in: B.C., Ontario, Alberta, 
Quebec, and New Brunswick

Solar: Sunny, high areas

Produced the most in: Ontario

Geographic Advantages



What is Green Energy?



Examples
When buying a new candy, or some large pack 
of food you haven’t tried, really think to yourself 
what will happen if you don't like it.

Always be mindful of what you buy, because if you 
end up not using it, it could soon after end in the 
landfill. Here are some things to think about 
before making a purchase.

● Will you really use it?
● Why do you need it?
● If you don't need it, will it make you happy?
● How long will it last for?

Be a Smart Shopper



Why Green Power?

● Sustainable and renewable
● Generally can be created without fuel 

being imported
● More stable than non-renewable or green 

energy
● Produces lesser amounts of greenhouse 

gas emissions
● Better health for citizens
● Creates jobs

● Costs a lot to set up
● Unreliable levels of energy given
● Not as powerful
● Not as efficient
● Takes up a lot of space
● Still generates some pollution

Cons Of Green Energy



What would happen 
without green power?



Important Dates
● Oil deposits depleted by 2052
● Coal reserves depleted by 2060
● Natural gas depleted by 2058
● All Fossil fuels, 2060
● Uranium (Nuclear Power) Out by 

2162
● Biomass/timber out by 2315

● Move to mars 
● Build a large solar panel around 

the sun or something crazy like 
that

● Live in a “Pod” with recirculated 
air and fully sustainable food and 
water

● Move to mars 

(Did i say that already?)

Other than that, we would be 
doomed :0

Possible Workarounds



What We Are Doing
● Group conversation

● Similar to a debate

● Topic: The best type of energy

● Use your current knowledge 
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